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may arise a new property which none of them
previously possessed. Today biologists would
say that it is the arrangement of atoms that
counts different arrangements exhibiting differ
ent properties and that biological organisation
is an essentially dynamic aflair involving the
lapse of time
VIT-WEA
sophical anarchist who held tliat human beings
are natnrallr good if allowed to follow their
natural desires was the originator of what on
the face of it one would suppose to be toe moat
regimented of the Utopias. It consisted Of a
system of phalanxes or co-operative com
munities each composed of a group of workers
and technicians assured of a minimum income
and sharing the surplus on an equitable basis
Agriculture was to be the chief occupation of
each phalanx and industrial employment
planned and so carefully assigned that work
would become pleasant and creative rather
than burdensome One of his ideas was that
necessary work should receive the highest pay
useful work the nest and pleasant work the
least pay The land was to be scientifically
cultivated and natural resources carefully con
served Most of the members property was
to be privately owned but the ownership of
each phalanx was to be widely diffused among
members by the sale of shares Such parasitic
and unproductive occupations as stockbroker
soldier economist middle man and philosopher
would be eliminated and the education of
children carried out along vocational lines to
train them for their future employment
The strange thing was that Fourier s sugges
taons appealed to many both m Europe and the
USA. and such men (admittedly no economic
or technical experts) as Ejierson Thoreau
James Eussell Lowell and Nathaniel Haw
thorne strongly supported them An American
Founer colony known as Brook Farm was
established and earned on for eight years when
it was dissolved after a serious fire had destroyed
most of its property
Robert Ouen Bobert Owen (1771-1858) a
wealthy textile manufacturer and philanthio
pist established communities founded on a kind
of Utopian socialism in Lanarkshire Hampshire
and in America Of his New Lanark community
an American observer wrote There is not
I apprehend to be found m any part of the
world a manufacturing community in which so
much order good government tranquillity and
rational happiness prevail The workers m
Lanark were given better housing and education
for their children and it was administered as
a co operative self supporting community in
Scotland Later in life Owen returned to
sponsoring legislation that would remove some
of the worst evils of industrial life In those days
reduction of the working day to twelve hours
prohibition of labour for children under the
age of ten public schools for elementary educa
tion and bo on. But he lived to see few of his
reforms adopted He also promoted the
creation of co-operative societies the formation
of trades unions labour banks and exchanges
the workers educational movement and even
an Anglo-American federation There can be
no doubt that if he saw little result himself he
left the imprint of his convictions to benefit
future communities who may not eyen know his
name
Vitalism, the philosophical doctrine that the be
haviour of the living organism is, at least in
part due to a vital principle which cannot
possibly be explained wholly in terms of physics
and chemistry Tfon belief was at one tune
held strongly by the late Professor 0 E.M.Joad
and is implicit in Henri Bergson s (1858-1941)
theory of creative evolution. It was mam
talned by Bergson that evolution like the work
of an artist is creative and therefore unpre
dictable that a vague need exists beforehand
within the animal or plant before the means of
satisfying the need develops. Thus we might
assume that sightless animals developed the
need to become aware of objects before they
were in physical contact with them and that
this ultimately led to the ongin of organs of
sight Earlier this century a form of vitalism
described as emergent evolution was put
forward This theory maintains that when
two or more simple entitles come together there
 w
Wahabis members of an Arabian sect of Islam
which originated in the teaching of Muhammad
Ibn Abd al Wohab born at the end of the 17th
cent He was deeply resentful of the Turkish
rule which m addition to its tyranny had
brought about innovations in the religion which
Muhammad regarded as a perve-sion of its
original form He proceeded to reform Islam
to its primitive conditions and impressed
his beliefs on Mohammed Ibn Baud a sheikh.
who spiead them with the aid of his sword
Under the successors of Ibn Saud the power of
the Wahabis spread over much of Arabia where
it is dominant today in Sandi Arabia Its par
iacnlar characteristic is that it refuses to accept
symbolic or mystical interpretations of the
words of the Prophet and accents quite literally
the teaching of Islam, It is m fact a sort of
Moslem fundamentalism Although crushed
by the Turks hi 1811-15 the movement remains
an important element in Mohammedanism.
Waldenses a movement also known as The Poor
Men of Lyons founded by Peter Waldo of that
city about the same tune and m the same part
of southern France as the Albigenses (g v) with
whom however they had nothing in common
Their main belief waa a return to Apostolic
simplicity based on reading the Bible m their
own language then- doctrines were somewhat
similar to those of the Mennomtes and the
Quakers However they did not wish to
separate themselve^ from the Church and were
originally protected by several popes until the
Lateran Council of 1215 excluded them mainly
for the cnme of preaching without ecclesiastical
permission From this tune they were sub
jected to persecution, yet maintained some con
tact with the Church until the Deformation
when they chose to take the side of the Pro
testants Situated mainly on the sides of the
Alps half in Piedmont and half in France, they
were persecuted or not according to the con
temporary political convenience of the Dukes of
Savoy and the major attempt to destroy them
called forth Oliver Cromwell s intervention and
the famous sonnet of Milton id spite of torture
murder deportation, and even the kidnapping
of then- children, to have them brought up in
the Eoman Catholic faith the sect survived
and still exists having been granted full
equality of rights with his Eoman Catholic
subjects by Charles Edward of Piedmont in
1848
Weathermen the rather incongruous name for the
most radical and volatile of the many groups
making up the so called 'underground in the
United States of America Unlike most of the
loosely structured organisations involved in the
growing anti establishment front the "Weather
men appear to have direct rather than anarchis
tic political goals taking a stand far to the left
of traditional politics Their avowed aim is
the total overthrow of the current American
political structure with specific and carefully-
planned acts of violence as the tools of their
trade and the civil police force as one of their
prune targets This has led to a series of bomb
explosions, often cunningly planned and brutal
murders of police patrolmen which have deeplv
shocked the average American citizen Apartic
ularly sinister and ominous feature to most
people s eyes is the fact that the Weathermen
appeal to be largely drawn from the highly
intelligent and well educated strata, many of
them with well to-do and/or academic back
grounds Members of this group make no
secret of their contempt for the intellect and
political attitudes of the American middle-class
and claim to demonstrate the impotence of
Society by then ability to commit flagrant acts

